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SURVEY OF NETWORKS

E-Forums For Law and Political Science

This survey attempts to sort out information from the massive BITNET and Internet
electronic networks in order to learn what is happening in the law and political science
arenas. What follows is a sampling of relevant discussion groups (also called "bulletin
boards," "electronic forums," "electronic newsletters," and "discussion lists") which were
subscribed to for a period of 2-4 weeks in January-February 1992 . The names and addresses
of these groups were gleaned from several multi-discipline lists of lists which are generally
available. The survey contains the names (called "LISTNAMES"), their LISTSERV address,
and a short description and/or evaluation, when possible, of the messages and mail activity
in each group.

If you have not subscribed to an electronic forum before, call your campus computing center
to find out what BITNET and Internet services are offered on your local mainframe - lists
of lists, network guides, etc. Is there a View Service available which will subscribe to
discussion groups for you (obviating your having to read and delete each message)? Ask
about the particular syntax (protocol) used on your campus to send mail messages on
BITNET and the Internet . At Indiana University the syntax is:
BITNET% "LISTSERV@UMCVMB" (BITNET) and WINS % " ARMS-L-
REQUEST@BUACCA.BU.EDU"(Internet) .

Heed this much-cited admonition : Subscribe to the LISTSERV address, not to the
discussion group address. If you try to use the latter (the LISTNAME address), you not only
won't get on, but you will assuredly annoy all the subscribers who will have to read and
delete your message . Except when indicated, only the BITNET LISTSERV addresses are
listed in this survey . (While some institutions are switching over to the faster network,
Internet, all the BITNET addresses listed below are still viable and they are easier to begin
with because of their fairly uniform syntax .)

The message to be sent is: SUBSCRIBE LISTNAME Your Name . For example :

TO: BITNET% "LISTSERV@UMCVMB"
SUBJ: (leave blank)
(message) : SUB PSRT-L Jane Doe

After you have been added to the list, you may participate in the discussion by replacing the
LISTNAME for "LISTSERV" in the address. After subscribing, you will automatically be
sent instructions how to participate, resign from the list, cancel mail during vacations,
obtain backfiles, etc . Keep the information you receive for future reference.

One other word of caution : these discussion groups vary considerably in tone, quality, and
the number of daily messages . Some are useful and interesting but extremely time-consum-
ing. Others are unmoderated and generally a waste of time for most academics . An attempt
has been made to indicate which groups are particularly well-focused and helpful and which
are excessively burdensome.

continued on page 2
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2 LPSS News

Electronic Forums (continued from page 1)

ACTIV-L [Activists Mailing List] (LISTSERV@UMCVMB)
A news and information forum primarily from a left-wing perspective . Recent
reports have included the Greek political crackdown on radicals, Katherine
Dunham's fast for the Haitian refugees, political asylum in Canada for Argentinean
gays, the Worldwide Nuclear Testing Ban, a call for letters to protect the British
Columbia wilderness . Usually informed reports ; can be very time-consuming .

ARMS-L [Discussion Group on the Arms Race] (LISTSERV@BUACCA)
Occasional discussion on the arms race and related issues . Recent contributions
have focused on the problem of the CIS (former Soviet) arsenal . Subscription also
contains ARMS-D [Arms Digest], which one may subscribe to separately to the
same LISTSERV address .

BALT-L [Baltic Republics Discussion Group] (LISTSERV@UBVM)
An informative, active, but not oppressive international discussion group which
runs the full gamut of queries, news, and information . Recent items have included:
Queries on travel to Latvia, opinions on Lithuanian mail service, details on the
writing of the new Lithuanian and Estonian constitutions, recipes for a Latvian
birthday cake, news on the recent paper shortage in Latvia . Periodic economic and
quality of life reports are issued from Baltic participants .

CENTAM-L [Central America Discussion Group] (LISTSERV@UBVM)
Somewhat chatty, but often a very interesting dialogue between Central American
members and yankee academics . Discussions have included perspectives on
Campesinos, US involvement in CA, conference announcements, news items on
Guatemala and El Salvador forwarded from ACTIV-L . Messages frequently in
Spanish.

CJUST-L [Criminal Justice Discussion Group] (LISTSERV@IUBVM)
This list consists both of research queries (seeking information on decentralization
of police services, studies on prison escapes, and nonviolent prison rule-breaking,
for example) and informal opinion exchanges on such topics as the Tyson verdict .

DEVEL-L [Technology Transfer in International Development] (LISTSERV@AUVM)
Subscription includes the monthly newsletter DevelopNet News ("Online News
and Views on Technology Transfer in International Development") published by
the Volunteers in Technical Assistance . Discussion has been sidetracked recently
by a flood of opinions on the Lyndon LaRouche case which has spawned a debate
about what subjects are appropriate for DEVEL-L . Active exchange of ideas and
opinions. Frequently between 10-20 messages a day .

DIP-D [Diplomacy Digest (Moderated)] (LISTSERV@UWAVM)
This digest is still alive, but there was no information in time for this article .

DISARM-L [Disarmament Discussion List] (LISTSERV@ALBNYVM1)
The activity in this group is slow at this time . There are occasional reports on
human rights issues.

ECONOMY [Economic Problems in Less Developed Countries]
(LISTSERV@TECMTYVM)
Currently there is little activity in this group. There are a few messages a week,
typically research queries and responses .

continued on page 9



BIBLIOGRAPHIES COMMITTEE

Sage Public Administration Abstracts
Published by Sage Publications, Inc., 2455 Teller Road, Newbury Park, California 91320.
Vol. 1, 1974 .

A. Scope

According to vol. 17 no . 4 (Jan. 1991), this source abstracts "important recent literature"
from "books, articles, pamphlets, government publications, significant speeches, and
legislative research studies, as well as other fugitive material ." The editors seek the submis-
sion of results of research and fugitive material from readers . No statement of scope appears
in vol. 18. The verso of the cover indicates this source is "a major documentation service ."
The verso of the cover identifies the International Editorial Advisory Board, comprised of 19
scholars and practitioners from national and international universities and institutions. The
authority of the Board is not indicated . Geographic and language coverage are not specified .
A listing of journals indexed appears only in the fourth issue of each volume, and depth of
journal indexing is not specified . The intended audience is not indicated .

SIRS/SRRT HONOREE

Atkins Recipient of 1992 Peace Award
Stephen E . Atkins, of the Sterling C . Evans Library at Texas A &M University, is the first
recipient of the SIRS/SRRT Peace Award. Atkins, former chair of LPSS, was honored for
his monograph Arms Control and Disarmament, Defense and Military, International
Security, and Peace : An Annotated Guide to Sources, 1980-1987. He will receive his award
at ALA Annual Conference in San Francisco .

In July, 1988, the Peace Information Exchange Task Force of the Social Responsibilities
Round Table of ALA established the Social Issues Resources Series, Inc ., Peace Award in
cooperation with that firm, a publishing company in Boca Raton, Florida.

The purpose of the award, which offers $500 and a commemorative plaque, is to honor a
library or a librarian for contributing significantly to the advancement of knowledge related
to issues of international peace and security. This contribution might be in the form of a
bibliographic compilation, general or specific, in print or online ; research and publication of
an original historical nature; or a non-print media creation, display, or distribution .

Nominations are accepted from the membership of ALA at large and must be submitted to
the coordinator of the Task Force by the first day of the midwinter conference . The award
committee will make its decision at the midwinter conference . Questions and requests for
information should be addressed to Coordinator, Peace Information Exchange Task Force,
Social Responsibilities Round Table of ALA, 50 East Huron Street, Chicago IL 60611 .

continued on page 4
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Sage Public Administration Abstracts (continued from page 3)

B . Does the service fulfill its stated scope?

The statement of scope, which is broad and imprecise, is fulfilled in that the editors index
materials covering current issues, events, and trends in public administration, as well as
from related fields such as sociology, political science, management, economics, and policy
studies. There is no attempt at comprehensive coverage. As indicated in Section C .2. below,
the focus of subject categories covered is wide-ranging . Since each issue contains 250
annotations, selectivity of indexing is implicit . Annotations are nearly uniform in length,
each running half a page. Annotations are evaluative and have a balanced presentation.

C. Coverage

1. Number of publications indexed In vol . 18, 105 journal titles are indexed, down from
120 titles indexed in volumes 16 and 17 . Specific titles indexed vary considerably from
volume to volume. Such a discrepancy in indexing is unusual, and no explanatory statement
is offered. For example, Public Administration Review is not indexed in vol. 17, but is
indexed in volumes 16 and 18 .

2. Subiects included, The table of contents presents a classified subject arrangement . Vol.
18 no. 4 lists the following subjects : Administrative structure and organization ; Administra-
tion and politics; Administration and law ; Administration and economy; Administration and
society; Subnational government; National government; International relations, organiza-
tions, and policy ; Public and social services ; Public service personnel; Policy making,
implementation, and evaluation ; Program planning, implementation, and evaluation ;
Taxation, budgeting, and finance ; Theory and research . Beginning with volume 18, the table
of contents includes subclasses .

3.Geographic area(s) and lan¢ua¢e(s) . Until recently, geographic coverage has emphasized
the United States. Volumes 17 and 18 include more comparative and cross-cultural material .
The degree of international coverage varies by subject category ; the categories of Public and
Social Services and Public Service Personnel primarily focus on the United States, while
the categories of International Relations, Organizations, and Policy, Administration and
Law, and National Government include Canadian, Western European, and Eastern European
materials . In general, international coverage emphasizes the aforementioned three geographic
areas . Coverage of Latin America and Africa is relatively minor . Language coverage is
virtually 100 percent English language, with the exception of the journal Canadian Public
Administration/Administration publique du Canada .

4. Tvt es of publications covered (ioumals .books . etc.Z The annotated items are almost
exclusively books and articles . Specific ratios vary, but generally articles constitute two-
thirds of the citations. The Source List of periodicals indexed appears only in the fourth
issue. The limited number of fugitive materials abstracted tend to be legislative research
reports and international government publications . Most of the fugitive materials appear in
the Related Citations section, which is an unannotated bibliography arranged by the subject
classification scheme.

5. Source of publications covered . Virtually all of the materials are published in North
America or Europe.

D . Format

1 . Author. subiect. title or other indexes . An Author Index is contained in numbers 1, 2,
and 3. The Author Index in number 4 is omitted since there is a Cumulative Author Index .



Authors are indexed by surname and initials, and multiple authors are fully indexed . All four
issues contain an Subject Index . There is no statement indicating use of a subject thesaurus .
The Subject Index does not have cross-references . However, each annotated entry is indexed
with three or four subject terms . There is no title index .

2. Cumulative indexes and freauencv of cumulations . The Cumulative Author Index appears
in the fourth issue, as does the Cumulative Subject Index. Cumulations are only for that
volume. Up through volume 17, the Table of Contents page states that the fourth issue
contains a list of periodicals indexed, a cumulative author index, and a cumulative subject
index.

3.Binding. Issues are paper bound only and are published on nonacidic paper. Margin width
is adequate and accommodates permanent binding .

4. Print size and lezibility . tvoeface . Print is easy to read . Full bibliographic citations
appear at the top of each entry. Titles of books and journals are not italicized or underlined .
Subject headings for each entry are highlighted in bold upper case letters .

$. Availability of online or CD versions . Not available in either format.

E. Frequency-time lag. This source is published quarterly, with the volume year
beginning in April. Time lags for indexing of journal citations varies from two to six
months. Journals published by Sage Publications (e.g., Administration & Society and
Evaluation Review) are not indexed appreciably sooner than those from other publishers.
Books appear to be indexed within one or two years of publication.

F. Editing (typos, etc.) Use of cross references . There are few typos or gram-
matical errors . Occasionally the Author Index or Subject Index may have an error with an
accession number. See D 1, above, regarding cross-references .

G. Overall usability - ease of use, difficulties, inconsistencies, what type of audience
this is addressed to, and does it meet their level of sophistication and research needs? This is
an easy source for scholars, researchers, practitioners, and students to use . While the scope
of coverage is not comprehensive, there is timely access to many major journals . This
source indexes some titles not covered in Public Affairs Information and Service Bulletin
and ABC Pol Sci.

H. Cost and cost history . 1992: $212 .; 1991 : 198 . ; 1990: 188 .; 1989 : 175 . ; 1988 :
150.; 1974: 50 .

I. Summary of positive aspects . This source provides timely access to important
materials from all aspects of the field of public administration. Bibliographic citations
appear to be accurate and complete . Pricing information for ordering a book is included with
monographic citations . The annotations are helpful. The cumulative indexes are time-saving
for the user .

J. Suggested changes. The statement of scope should be more explicit in defining
"important, recent literature ." The role and authority of the editorial board should be stated,
authors of annotations should be identified . Geographic and language coverage should be
specified. If a subject thesaurus is being used, that should be stated . Criteria for selection of
materials indexed should be stated . The Source List of periodicals indexed should be included
in each issue. Consistency of journals indexed is recommended . Depth of journal indexing
should be indicated. Online availability and/or CD ROM format are recommended . Multiple-
year cumulations for authors and subjects would enhance ease of use .

This review was prepared by Kate E . Abrams, University of Nebraska-Lincoln .
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MIDWINTER CONFERENCE, SAN ANTONIO, 1992

Executive Committee Meeting Minutes
ACRL conference program funding was discussed . There were requests for more than

$15,000 with $4,500 available . The LPSS planned program expenses are modest as the
speakers are from the San Francisco area .

ACRL has received complaints from some members concerning the difficulty of being
appointed to committees, but Pat does not see this as a problem for LPSS . Caroline
Tibbetts received four ACRL request forms from individuals, with only one specifying a
particular committee . Pat discussed the variety of ways that LPSS appointments have been
made. The confusion of the appointment date was discussed . Caroline suggested that
committee chairs meet after the executive committee meeting with the LPSS chair and vice
chair to review applications and requests for committee membership . Marta Lange suggested
a procedure statement for the manual explaining LPSS practice. Bob Schriek asked how
many members were permitted per committee . Marta said that the manual includes a range
for committee size .

ACRL is seeking representatives to serve on IFLA committees . The major commitment
is attendance at meetings to be held in New Delhi (1992), Barcelona (1993), and Havana
(1994). There is an IFLA section on Govenrment and Official Publications and Social
Science Libraries. The meetings usually occur in mid-August.

The Women's Studies Section has developed a program planning manual which is very
thorough and is being shared among the ACRL sections . LPSS will use the document for
incorporation into the section manual .

Bibliographies Committee
Beth Sibley has been working on bringing a vendor to the San Francisco meeting .

Conference Program Planning for New Orleans
"Censorship in Democracy" is the current suggested topic . There was discussion about

what groups would be attracted by the topic and how much the topic might generate special
challenges for the program planners . Graham Walden suggested that the topic be narrowed to
some specific aspect of censorship as a means of addressing some of the concerns expressed
by executive board members during the consideration of the program .

Library Instruction Committee
The issue of having committee minutes appearing in the LPSS newsletter was addressed .

There seemed to be general agreement with the idea. A subcommittee is preparing a library
guide to go with the San Francisco program . The one-hour midwinter discussion group will
be followed by a half-hour committee meeting . Judy would like to recommend a new chair
for the committee following the summer 1992 meeting.

Membership Committee
Bob has been sending out form letters to new members and to those who have dropped

membership. Also discussed was a social event for this summer or next year . The consensus
was to plan for New Orleans - a breakfast to be sponsored by a vendor . The event is seen
as a recruitment device as well as a benefit to LPSS members . Various planning options
were discussed with the event to precede the program . The issue of how the conference
directory would list this event was given considerable review. Which vendor(s) should be
contacted for sponsoring the "social" event was discussed. The idea of starting a mentoring
program was raised- a program to be modeled along the lines of the one implemented by
the American Association of Law Libraries, where new librarians are matched with experi-
enced individuals. Bob reviewed the library schools which would be contacted for invitations
to the social .



Nominating Committee
Charles Spornick will be on the ballot for vice chair/chair elect and Catherine F . Doyle

for member-at-large. Pat cited the state of the national recession (the uncertainty of funding
for travel and conference attendance) as a significant factor in the unwillingness of a number
of individuals who were contacted to accept the opportunity to run in the next elections .

Publications Committee
Pat praised the new format of the LPSS newsletter and acknowledged the smooth

transition to a new editor. Additionally, she praised the committee for a successful choice .

MIDWINTER CONFERENCE, SAN ANTONIO, 1992

Business Meeting Minutes
Pat discussed requests for ACRL funding for the San Francisco conference, which were for

more than $15,000, with $4500 available . The LPSS program will probably receive
slightly reduced funding because of advanced planning by LPSS and the use of local
speakers . Printing costs, originally part of the funding request, could be absorbed by various
institutions from among section members .
ACRL conducted a preconference workshop on Sunday, but due to scheduling conflicts

LPSS members were unable to attend. Pat will request that the workshop contents be made
available through an ACRL publication.
The issue of appointments was raised. Some individuals submit forms found in ACRL

publications, while others express interest in committee activity at a meeting . The discus-
sion covered how the vice chair should deal with ACRL forms which do not specify which
committee the individual is interested in . There was discussion about some librarians' need
for a letter indicating committee membership before receiving financial assistance for
conference travel . Vice Chair Caroline Tibbetts will write to the individuals who submitted
forms to LPSS . Pat suggested that a list be maintained of those individuals who expressed
interest, but were not appointed to an LPSS committee at the present time.

Bibliographies Committee
The committee is inviting the University Press of America and Congressional Informa-

tion Service to speak at the San Francisco conference about their publication programs,
indexing, how it is decided what material goes into which section, and how much duplica-
tion occurs as a result of these section choices . The publishers' presentations are scheduled
for the first hour, with a second hour for committee business . LPSS members are encour-
aged to attend.The next review of the United States Political Science Documents was
discussed and is now in the final draft. It will probably be approved at the San Francisco
conference, where letters to the publishers of these titles will be undertaken.A liaison from
new guidelines, which include a section on CD-ROMs .

Conference Program Planning for San Francisco
"Voluntary Action, Philanthropy, and the Non-Profit Sector : Overview and Resources" is

the title for the program organized by Jeanne Bohlen . Four speakers will talk about the
resources that are available to librarians as providers of information on foundations and the
foundation world, how to use and attract volunteers, and the finanical resources of these
organizations . The program, scheduled for Monday, June 29, from 9-11, is co-sponsored by
ASCLA, BRASS, GODORT, PLA, and FRFDS .

continued on page 8
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Business Meeting Minutes (continued from page 7)

Conference Program Planning for New Orleans
The tentative topic is "Political Correctness ." The committee is seeking two individuals

in political science or sociology from New Orleans willing to debate the topic . The
committee has also thought about having a librarian respondent to the debate .

Library Instruction Committee
Thirty-two individuals discussed six preplanned questions distributed on the LISTSERV .

The minutes from this discussion will be available on LISTSERV .The final copy of a
pathfmder will be distributed at the San Francisco conference (and will be available through
LISTSERV). The committee has a liaison with the GODORT Education Committee .
GODORT is sponsoring a program at the same time as the LPSS program . GODORT is
offering a "disk exchange" where library guides to government documents are loaded onto
one disk which is available for $2 .00.

Membership Committee
Kate Adams reported that a contintental breakfast was being planned as a social for the

New Orleans conference. The committee is considering a mentoring program . Pat
McCandless spoke of having one or more lunches following the executive meeting and the
program as part of outreach efforts (to be noted in the LPSS newsletter) . Progress in this
direction is expected at the Denver midwinter conference .

Nominations Committee
Charles Spornick will be on the ballot for vice chair/chair elect, and Catherine E . Doyle

for member-at-large. Each position will have one name on the ballot .

Publications Committee
The committee received a letter from Astrio S . Tuminez, assistant director of the

Strengthening Democratic Institutions Project at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government,
seeking materials for the former Soviet Union . The letter specified the institutions in
Moscow which would receive the materials as well as the subject areas for the books
sought.The newsletter is seeking book reviewers .

Review and Planning Committee
A preconference on legal reference for non-law librarians is being considered, possibly for

the Miami conference in 1994, and perhaps co-sponsored by the American Association of
Law Libraries. Dene Clark from the University of Colorado at Denver, and Jim Hart from
the University of Cincinnati Law Library, expressed interest in working on this.

Liaison to/from AALL
Jim Hart will serve in this capacity at least through the summer of 1992 .

New Business
Pat McCandless suggested that conference programs be staggered in an attempt to address

frequent scheduling conflicts . She also spoke about real co-sponsorship of programs in
which costs and effort would be shared by the co-sponsors. One possibility would be for
LPSS and GODORT to work on a program. Past Chair Stephen Atkins suggested that
LPSS alternate programs with forums .

Executive Committee and Business Meeting minutes were prepared by
Graham R. Walden, LPSS Secretary, 1992-1993 .



Electronic Forums (continued from page 2)

GREEN [Green Movements Study List] (LISTSERV@INDYCMS)
This is not a very active group at the moment . The few recent messages have
concerned information on the Green movement and how to join, and a Nativenet-
type of report on the Penans people and their growing loss of the rainforest in
Sarawak on the island of Borneo.

1NTUDM-L [Using Intuition in Decision Making] (LISTSERV@UTEPA)
No messages received in February.

LAWSCH-L [Law School Discussion group] (LISTSERV@AUVM)
A useful group for law students, containing mostly queries and responses, such as
which is the better law school, Harvard or Yale? Is the Stanley H . Kaplan LSAT
course worth the time and money? Query for views on future trends of the law
profession. A report on the Milli Vanilli settlement . Also lists information on
conferences andjournals .

LGA-L [Local Government Distribution List] (LISTSERV@MAX.CC.UREGINA.CA)
Inactive at this time. Query to the listowner has been unanswered .

LIBERNET [Libertarian Discussion group]
Intemetaddress : (LIBERNET-REQUEST@DARTMOUTH.EDU)
An active and wordy group exchanging ideas and information on libertarianism and
self-government. Recent subjects have included Libertarian candidate Andre Marrou
and the primaries, the school choice issue, and "contractual slavery." Libernet
Digest is also sent to participating members on a frequent basis . Warning! The
Digest is very lengthy with a considerable mix of high and low quality items .

MIDEUR-L [Discussion of Middle Europe topics] (LISTSERV@UBVM)
Similar items as BALT-L, frequent cross-postings . An interesting, active discus-
sion group focussing on Eastern Europe . research queries, announcements, news
items, animated discussion of current controversies and situations .

NATIVNET [Discussion Group on Indigenous Peoples]
Internet address : (gst@gnosys .svle.ma.us)
Interesting news items and discussion on indigenous peoples, often focussing on
their environmental struggles and conflicts with national
governments .Unfortunately, there is a great amount of daily mail and many items
are excessively long. Very time-consuming.

NEWSE [News of the Earth] (LISTSERV@IndyCMS)
Relays "global news and information from shortwave radio broadcasts monitored,
digested and edited by John B . Harlan, South Bend, IN." The international news
reports listed are often ones which have been omitted from major US newspapers
or the National Public Radio news services ;
NewsE-D = News of the Earth Distribution
NewsE-L = News of the Earth Letters
NewsE-S = News of the Earth Supplements
A subscription to NEWSE consolidates all .

POLCAN [Canadian Political Science Discussion List] (LISTSERV@YORKVM1)
No messages received since joining 2-7-92 .

continued on page 10
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Electronic Forums (continued from page 9)

POLCOMM [Political Communication Hotline] (LISTSERV@RPIECS)
Polcomm is one of many subject hotlines on Comserve, "a service for profession-
als and students interested in the study of human communication ." A subscription
to the LISTSERV will automatically be forwarded to Comserve, which will add
your name to the list and send you detailed information on the many services it
offers. Recent messages have included a query request for information on mass
media and Jewish voters, and for information on computer use in the political
science classroom .

POL-ECON [Political Economy Discussion List] (LISTSERV@SHSU)
"Provides a network forum where issues, questions, comments, ideas, and uses of
political economy as a logical framework can be discussed . In a broad sense, this
includes virtually anything dealing with economics ." Infrequent activity (1-2/
week), usually queries on research or information .

POLL-SCI [Poltical Science Discussion group] (LISTSERV@UMCVMB)
This bulletin board began in January 1991 as a forum for the discussion of
political theory and philosophy, with participation in all fields of political science
encouraged. It was not intended for informal debate over politics, but rather for the
presentation of ideas on research, teaching, and the profession . Unfortunately, this
group has been locked since 1-16-92 . One should "try again later and contact list
owner if condition persists" - message from Listserver.

POLITICS [Forum for the Study of Politics] (LISTSERV@OHSTVMA)
Politics is a conservative forum for a small number of people who exchange
almost daily opinions on current affairs. There is frequent flaming over such issues
as the recent rape trials, the Iran-Contra Affair, the primaries, the federal budget,
farm subsidies . In the first week, close to a hundred messages were received . This
tiresome group is not for the busy or academically-minded professional .

PSRT-L [Political Science Research and Teaching List] (LISTSERV@UMCVMB)
Perhaps the most useful discussion group for political science researchers and
teachers. Subscription automatically includes the Law & Politics Book Review
Service. LPBR contains commissioned book reviews within six months of the
book's publication "of interest to political scientists studying law, the courts, and
the judicial process ." These reviews, such as the recent ones on The Guardian of
Every Other Right : A Constitutional History of Property Rights by J.W. Ely, and
Anthony Lewis's Make No Law, are well-written, useful reference sources.
Occasional queries from members on classroom or research problems and ques-
tions .

SOS-DATA [Social Science Data List] (LISTSERV@UNCVMI)
An on-going group, but not enough information to evaluate . One recent message
gave information on the House co-sponsors of the HR2772, GPO WINDO bill .

STATEPOL [Politics in the United States] (LISTSERV@UMAB)
This is a discussion forum for "academics and practitioners interested in sharing
thoughts about politics in the 50 American states." It is mainly inactive at this
time, with a few queries in February 1992 . One requested state polling data.



Before subscribing to a discussion group, it is recommended that one read through one of
the more thorough introductions to the network services. Send to LISTSERV@MARIST or
LISTSERV@CMUCCVMA the following message (leave subject line blank) : GET
BITNET USERHELP. This useful document, written by Christopher Condon at the Yale
Computer Center, will explain "BITNET for the Compleat Idiot" and all about forums,
digests and electronic magazines . It will also tell you about another document you should
send for from LISTSERV@BITNIC . Write the message: SENDME MAIL MANNERS .
"Mail Manners" discusses the rules of communication on electronic media .

Another article found to be very useful is :
Arms, Caroline, "Using the National Networks : Bitnet and the Internet"
Online, (Sept, 1990), 24-29 .

For bibliographic information on using BITNET and the Internet, send to
stanton@csuvaxl .csu.murdoch.edu.au
Give the message : SEND NETWORKS .BIB

in order to receive "Libraries and Information Resources Networks : A Bibliography,"
compiled by Diedre E. Stanton, Perth, Australia.

**********

There are many other discussion groups and digests available on BITNET and the Internet as
well as those offered on other networks, such as USENET, PEACENET, ECONET, and
GLASNET. The LPSS News would be an appropriate forum for readers to write in with
further information on electronic forums in the areas of law and political science . We hope
readers will share their own comments and evaluations .

A sample list of other area studies discussion groups (not evaluated) :

AFRICA-L

	

[Forum Pan-Africa] (LISTSERV@BRUFPB)
CHILE-L

	

[Discussion regarding Chile] (LISTSERV@PURCCVM)
CHINA-ND

	

[China News Digest] (LISTSERV@KENTVM)
CHINA-NN

	

[China News Network] (LISTSERV@ASUAAD)
CNG

	

[China News Group (ASU Local)] (LISTSERV@ASUACAD)
DONOSY

	

[Daily news on Poland & related topics ; in Polish]
(LISTSERV@PLEARN)

GAELIC-L

	

(LISTSERV@IRLEARN)
HUNGARY

	

[Hungary Discussion Group] (LISTSERV@UCSBVM)
INDIA

	

[The India List] (LISTSERV@PCCVM)
IRL-NET

	

[Worldwide Irish-InterestResearchnet] (LISTSERV@IRLEARN)
MCLR

	

[Midwest Consortium for Latino Research] (LISTSERV@MSU)
MEXICO-L

	

(LISTSERV@TECMTYVM)
POLAND-L (LISTSERV@UBVMS)
SEANet-L

	

[Southeast Asian Studies Discussion Group] (LISTSERV@NUSVM)
SLOVAK-L (LISTSERV@UBVM)

This survey was prepared by Charlotte Hess, Indiana University .

Readers are
invited to
submit their
comments about
and evaluations of
these and other
electronic forums
of interest.
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ACRL LPSS Meeting Schedule San Francisco

Saturday, June 27, 1992

9:30-12:30

	

Executive Board Meeting - PLEASE NOTE TIME
2-4

	

Conference Program Planning Committee (New Orleans, 1993)
2-4

	

Publications Committee

Sunday, June 28, 1992

9:30-12:30

	

Membership Committee - PLEASE NOTE TIME
9:30-12:30

	

Bibliographies Committee
11:30-12:30

	

Review and Planning Committee
2-4

	

Library Instruction Committee
2-4

	

Nominating Committee-1993 Elections

Monday, June 29, 1992

9-11

	

Program: "Voluntary Action, Philanthropy, and the Non-Profit Sector :
Overview and Resources"

11 :30

	

Lunch
(Monday afternoon is the ACRL President's Program and Reception)

Tuesday, June 30, 1992

9:30-12:30

	

Business Meeting
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tion of the Association of College and Research Libraries, a division of the American Library Association at 50 E. Huron
St., Chicago, IL 60611 . Tel. 1-800-545-2433 . Editor Karen L . Whitdesey-First, Harvard Law School Library, 1545 Massa-
chusetts Ave., Cambridge, MA 02138 . Subscription price: $5.00 per year. Available from ACRL. Copyright American Li-
brary Association, 1992 .
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